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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES 
 
 
 

 
 

 
                             

             Food and Drug Administration 
             Rockville, MD  20857 

 

ANDA 76-880 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IVAX Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Attention:  Patricia Jaworski 
    Sr. Director, Regulatory Affairs 
Two University Plaza, Suite 220 
Hackensack, NJ 07601 
 
 
Dear Madam: 
 
This is in reference to your abbreviated new drug application 
(ANDA) dated October 23, 2003, submitted pursuant to section 
505(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the Act), 
for Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg (base) (Original Flavor).  
 
Reference is also made to your amendments dated March 16, 
March 19, May 16, and September 27, 2007; and September 12 (2 
submissions), October 13, October 31, and November 13, 2008. 
 
We have completed the review of this ANDA and have concluded 
that adequate information has been presented to demonstrate that 
the drug is safe and effective for use as recommended in the 
submitted over-the-counter (OTC) labeling.  Accordingly the ANDA 
is approved, effective on the date of this letter. The Division 
of Bioequivalence has determined your Nicotine Polacrilex Gum 
USP, 2 mg (base) (Original Flavor) to be bioequivalent to the 
reference listed drug, Nicorette Gum, 2 mg (base) (Original 
Flavor), of GlaxoSmithKline. Your dissolution testing should be 
incorporated into the stability and quality control program 
using the same method proposed in your application.    
 
Under section 506A of the Act, certain changes in the conditions 
described in this ANDA require an approved supplemental 
application before the change may be made. 
 
Postmarketing reporting requirements for this ANDA are set forth 
in 21 CFR 314.80-81 and 314.98.  The Office of Generic Drugs 
should be advised of any change in the marketing status of this 
drug. 
     



Within 14 days of the date of this letter, submit updated 
content of labeling [21 CFR 314.50(1)] in structured product 
labeling (SPL) format, as described at 
http://www.fda.gov/oc/datacouncil/spl.html, that is identical in 
content to the approved labeling.  Upon receipt and 
verification, we will transmit that version to the National 
Library of Medicine for public dissemination.  For 
administrative purposes, please designate this submission as 
“Miscellaneous Correspondence – SPL for Approved ANDA 76-880”.        
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
{See appended electronic signature page} 
 
Gary Buehler 
Director 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 



---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is a representation of an electronic record that was signed electronically and
this page is the manifestation of the electronic signature.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 /s/
---------------------
Robert L. West
2/18/2009 02:21:13 PM
Deputy Director, for Gary Buehler
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Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP
2 mg and 4 mg User’s Guide

HOW TO USE NICOTINE POLACRILEX GUM
TO HELP YOU QUIT SMOKING

KEYS TO SUCCESS

1. You must really want to quit smoking for nicotine polacrilex gum to help you.
2. You can greatly increase your chances for success by using at least 9 to 12 pieces every day

when you start using nicotine polacrilex gum. See page 12 for details.
3. You should continue to use nicotine polacrilex gum as explained in the User's Guide for 12

full weeks.
4. Nicotine polacrilex gum works best when used together with a support program - See page

3 for details.
5. If you have trouble using nicotine polacrilex gum, ask your doctor or pharmacist or call the

IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Medical Affairs Department at 1-888-838-2872 weekdays
(8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. EST).

6. To request a free audio CD containing tips to help make quitting easier, call the toll free
number listed above. (ONE CD PER CUSTOMER)

• Not for sale to those under 18 years of age.
• Proof of age required.
• Not for sale in vending machines or from any source where proof of age cannot be verified.

Manufactured for 0172
Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 01/08
Miami, FL 33137 B1
by: Laboratorios Haymann S.A.

Montevideo, Uruguay

Made in Uruguay

SO YOU
DECIDED
TO QUIT

Congratulations.
Your decision to stop
smoking is an important

one. That's why you've made the right
choice in choosing nicotine polacrilex gum.
Your own chances of quitting smoking
depend on how much you want to quit, how
strongly you are addicted to tobacco, and
how closely you follow a quitting program
like the one that comes with nicotine
polacrilex gum.

If you've tried to quit before and
haven't succeeded, don't be
discouraged! Quitting isn't easy.
It takes time, and most people try

a few times before they are successful. The
important thing is to try again until you succeed.
This User's Guide will give you support as
you become a non-smoker. It will answer
common questions about nicotine polacrilex
gum and give tips to help you stop smoking,
and should be referred to often.

QUITTING
SMOKING
IS HARD!

You are more likely to stop
smoking by using nicotine
polacrilex gum with a support

program that helps you break your smoking
habit. There may be support groups in your
area for people trying to quit. Call your local
chapter of the American Lung Association,
American Cancer Society, or American Heart
Association for further information. Toll free
phone numbers are printed on the Wallet
Card on the back cover of this user’s guide.

If you find you cannot stop smoking or if you
start smoking again after using nicotine
polacrilex gum, remember breaking this
addiction doesn't happen overnight. You may
want to talk to a health care professional who
can help you improve your chances of quitting
the next time you try nicotine polacrilex gum
or another method.

Your reason for quitting may
be a combination of concerns
about health, the effect of

smoking on your appearance, and pressure
from your family and friends to stop smoking.

WHERE TO
GET HELP

LET’S GET
ORGANIZED

Or maybe you're concerned about the
dangerous effect of second-hand smoke on
the people you care about. All of these are
good reasons. You probably have others.
Decide your most important reasons, and
write them down on the wallet card in your
kit. Carry this card with you. In difficult
moments, when you want to smoke, the card
will remind you why you are quitting.

Smoking is addictive in two
ways. Your need for nicotine
has become both physical
and mental. You must over-

come both addictions to stop smoking. So
while nicotine polacrilex gum will lessen
your body's physical addiction to nicotine,
you've got to want to quit smoking to over-
come the mental dependence on cigarettes.
Once you've decided that you're going to
quit, it's time to get started. But first, there are
some important warnings you should consider.

WHAT
YOU’RE UP

AGAINST
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This product is only for those
who want to stop smoking.

If you are pregnant or breast-
feeding, only use this medicine on the advice
of your health care provider. Smoking can
seriously harm your child. Try to stop smoking
without using any nicotine replacement
medicine. This medicine is believed to be
safer than smoking. However, the risks to
your child from this medicine are not fully
known.

Do not use
• if you continue to smoke, chew tobacco,

use snuff, or use a nicotine patch or other
nicotine containing products.

Ask a doctor before use if you have
• a sodium-restricted diet
• heart disease, recent heart attack, or irregular

heartbeat. Nicotine can increase your heart
rate.

• high blood pressure not controlled with
medication. Nicotine can increase your
blood pressure.

• stomach ulcer or diabetes.

Ask a doctor or pharmacist before use if you
are
• using a non-nicotine stop smoking drug.
• taking a prescription medicine for depression

or asthma. Your prescription dose may need
to be adjusted.

Stop use and ask a doctor if
• mouth, teeth or jaw problems occur.
• irregular heartbeat or palpitations occur.
• you get symptoms of nicotine overdose

such as nausea, vomiting, dizziness, diar-
rhea, weakness and rapid heartbeat.

Keep out of reach of children and pets.
Pieces of nicotine gum may have enough
nicotine to make children and pets sick.
Wrap used pieces of gum in paper and throw
away in the trash. In case of overdose, get
medical help or contact a Poison Control
Center right away.

Becoming a non-smoker starts
today. First, check that you
bought the right starting dose.

If you smoke 25 or more cigarettes a day,
use 4 mg nicotine gum. If you smoke less
than 25 cigarettes a day, use 2 mg nicotine gum.

Next, read through the entire User's Guide
carefully. Then, set your personalized quitting
schedule. Take out a calendar that you can
use to track your progress, and identify four
dates, using the stickers in the center of the
User’s Guide.
STEP 1 (weeks 1 through 6): Your quit date
(and the day you'll start using nicotine
polacrilex gum).
Choose your quit date (it should be soon).
This is the day you will quit smoking cigarettes
entirely and begin using nicotine polacrilex
gum to satisfy your cravings for nicotine. For
the first six weeks, you'll use a piece of nicotine

polacrilex gum every hour or two. Be sure to
follow the directions in the User's Guide.
Place the Step 1 sticker on this date.
STEP 2 (weeks 7 through 9): The day you'll
start reducing your use of nicotine polacrilex
gum.
After six weeks, you'll begin gradually reducing
your nicotine polacrilex gum usage to one
piece every two to four hours. Place the Step 2
sticker on this date (the first day of week seven).
STEP 3 (weeks 10 through 12): The day you'll
further reduce your use of nicotine polacrilex
gum.

Nine weeks after you begin using nicotine
polacrilex gum, you will further reduce your
nicotine intake by using one piece every four
to eight hours. Place the Step 3 sticker on this
date (the first day of week ten). For the next
three weeks, you'll use a piece of nicotine
polacrilex gum every four to eight hours.
End of treatment: The day you'll complete
nicotine polacrilex gum therapy.
Nicotine polacrilex gum should not be used
for longer than twelve weeks. Identify the
date thirteen weeks after the date you chose
in Step 1 and place the "EX-SMOKER" sticker
on your calendar.

Because smoking is an addiction, it
is not easy to stop. After you've
given up cigarettes, you will still

have a strong urge to smoke. Plan ahead
NOW for these times, so you're not defeated
in a moment of weakness. The following
tips may help:
• Keep the phone numbers of supportive

friends and family members handy.
• Keep a record of your quitting process.

Track the number of nicotine polacrilex gum
pieces you use each day, and whether you
feel a craving for cigarettes. In the event that
you slip, immediately stop smoking and

resume your quit attempt with the nicotine
polacrilex gum program.

• Put together an Emergency Kit that includes
items that will help take your mind off
occasional urges to smoke. Include cinnamon
gum or lemon drops to suck on, a relaxing
CD, and something for your hands to play
with, like a smooth rock, rubber band, or
small metal balls.

• Set aside some small rewards, like a new
magazine or a gift certificate from your
favorite store, which you'll 'give' yourself
after passing difficult hurdles.

• Think now about the times when you most
often want a cigarette, and then plan what
else you might do instead of smoking. For
instance, you might plan to take your coffee
break in a new location, or take a walk
right after dinner, so you won't be tempted
to smoke.

Nicotine polacrilex gum's
sugar-free chewing pieces
provide nicotine to your
system - they work as a

temporary aid to help you quit smoking by
reducing nicotine withdrawal symptoms.
Nicotine polacrilex gum provides a lower
level of nicotine to your blood than cigarettes,
and allows you to gradually do away with
your body's need for nicotine. Because nicotine
polacrilex gum does not contain the tar or
carbon monoxide of cigarette smoke, it does
not have the same health dangers as tobacco.

However, it still delivers nicotine, the addictive
part of cigarette smoke. Nicotine can cause
side effects such as headache, nausea, upset
stomach and dizziness.

If you are under 18 years of
age, ask a doctor before
use. Before you can use
nicotine polacrilex gum
correctly, you have to

practice! That sounds silly, but it isn't.
Nicotine polacrilex gum isn't like ordinary
chewing gum. It's a medicine, and must be
chewed a certain way to work right.
Chewed like ordinary gum, nicotine

SOME
IMPORTANT
WARNINGS

LET’S GET
STARTED

PLAN
AHEAD

HOW NICOTINE
POLACRILEX

GUM WORKS

HOW TO USE
NICOTINE

POLACRILEX
GUM
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7 8
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polacrilex gum won't work well and can
cause side effects. An overdose can occur if
you chew more than one piece of nicotine
polacrilex gum at the same time, or if you
chew many pieces one after another. Read
all the following instructions before using
nicotine polacrilex gum. Refer to them often
to make sure you're using nicotine polacrilex
gum correctly. If you chew too fast, or do
not chew correctly, you may get hiccups,
heartburn, or other stomach problems. Don't
eat or drink for 15 minutes before using nicotine
polacrilex gum or while chewing a piece.
The effectiveness of nicotine polacrilex gum

may be reduced by some foods and drinks,
such as coffee, juices, wine or soft drinks.
1. Stop smoking completely before you start

using nicotine polacrilex gum.
2. To reduce craving and other withdrawal

symptoms, use nicotine polacrilex gum
according to the dosage schedule on page 12.

3. Chew each nicotine polacrilex gum piece
very slowly several times.

4. Stop chewing when you notice a peppery
taste, or a slight tingling in your mouth.
(This usually happens after about 15 chews,
but may vary from person to person.)

5. Park the nicotine polacrilex gum piece
between your cheek and gum and leave it
there.

6. When the peppery taste or tingle is almost
gone (in about a minute), start to chew a
few times slowly again. When the taste or
tingle returns, stop again.

7. Park the nicotine polacrilex gum piece
again (in a different place in your mouth).

8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 (chew, chew, park) until
most of the nicotine is gone from the nicotine
polacrilex gum piece (usually happens in
about half an hour; the peppery taste or
tingle won't return).

9. Wrap the used nicotine polacrilex gum piece
in paper and throw away in the trash.

The following chart outlines the recommended dosage
schedule for nicotine polacrilex gum:

Weeks 1 to 6 Weeks 7 to 9 Weeks 10 to 12
1 piece every 1 piece every 1 piece every
1 to 2 hours 2 to 4 hours 4 to 8 hours
DO NOT USE MORE THAN 24 PIECES PER DAY

To improve your chances of quitting, use at
least 9 pieces of nicotine polacrilex gum a
day. If you experience strong or frequent
cravings, you may use a second piece within
the hour.

However, do not continuously use one piece
after another, since this may cause you hiccups,
heartburn, nausea, or other side effects.

The goal of using nicotine
polacrilex gum is to slowly
reduce your dependence
on nicotine. The schedule
for using nicotine
polacrilex gum will help

you reduce your nicotine craving gradually
as you reduce and then stop your use of
nicotine polacrilex gum. Here are some tips
to help you cut back during each step and
then stop using nicotine polacrilex gum:

• After a while, start chewing each nicotine
polacrilex gum piece for only 10 to 15 minutes,
instead of half an hour. Then, gradually
begin to reduce the number of pieces used.

• Or, try chewing each piece for longer than
half an hour, but reduce the number of
pieces you use each day.

• Substitute ordinary chewing gum for some
of the nicotine polacrilex gum pieces you
would normally use. Increase the number
of pieces of ordinary gum as you cut back
on the nicotine polacrilex gum pieces.

• Check how well you’ve reduced your daily
usage of nicotine polacrilex gum in Weeks
10 to 12. You should only be using about 3
to 5 pieces a day. Get ready to stop.

STOP USING NICOTINE POLACRILEX GUM
AT THE END OF WEEK 12. The following
tips may help you with stopping nicotine
polacrilex gum at the end of 12 weeks.
• Set a stop date.
• Use the same number of pieces of confec-

tionery gum or mints as you were using
nicotine polacrilex gum per day.

At the times when you have an urge to use
nicotine polacrilex gum, use a strong
flavored gum or mint such as cinnamon or
peppermint.

• Reduce the number of pieces of gum or
mints you use by one piece per day until
you do not need to use any gum or mints.

Talk to your doctor if you:
• still feel the need to use nicotine polacrilex

gum at the end of week 12
• start using nicotine polacrilex gum again

after stopping
• start smoking again

HOW TO
REDUCE YOUR

NICOTINE
POLACRILEX
GUM USAGE
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Within the first few
weeks of giving up
smoking, you may be

tempted to smoke for pleasure, particularly
after completing a difficult task, or at a party
or bar. Here are some tips to help get you
through the important first stages of becom-
ing a non-smoker:

On your Quit Date:
• Ask your family, friends, and co-workers to

support you in your efforts to stop smoking.

• Throw away all your cigarettes, matches,
lighters, ashtrays, etc.

• Keep busy on your
quit day. Exercise.
Go to a movie. Take a
walk. Get together
with friends.

• Figure out how much money you'll save by
not smoking. Most ex-smokers can save
more than $1,000 a year.

• Write down what you will do with the
money you save.

• Know your high-risk situations and plan
ahead how you will deal with them.

• Keep nicotine polacrilex gum near your
bed, so you'll be prepared for any nicotine
cravings when you wake up in the morning.

• Visit your dentist and have your teeth
cleaned to get rid of the tobacco stains.

Right after Quitting:
• During the first few days after you've

stopped smoking, spend as much time as
possible at places where smoking is not
allowed.

• Drink large quantities of water and fruit
juices.

• Try to avoid alcohol, coffee and other
beverages you associate with smoking.

• Remember that temporary urges to smoke
will pass, even if you don't smoke a
cigarette.

• Keep your hands busy with something like
a pencil or a paper clip.

• Find other activities which help you relax
without cigarettes.

• Swim, jog, take a walk, play basketball.

TIPS TO MAKE
QUITTING EASIER
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• Don't worry
too much
about gaining
weight.
Watch what
you eat, take
time for daily exercise, and change your
eating habits if you need to.

• Laughter helps. Watch or read something
funny.

Your body is now coming back
into balance. During the first
few days after you stop smoking,

you might feel edgy and nervous and have
trouble concentrating. You might get
headaches, feel dizzy and a little out of sorts,
feel sweaty or have stomach upsets. You
might even have trouble sleeping at first.
These are typical withdrawal symptoms that
will go away with time. Your smoker's
cough will get worse before it gets better.
But don't worry, that's a good sign. Coughing
helps clear the tar deposits out of your lungs.

After a Week or Two:
By now you should be feeling more confident
that you can handle those smoking urges.
Many of your withdrawal symptoms have left
by now, and you should be noticing some
positive signs: less coughing, better breathing
and an improved sense of taste and smell, to
name a few.

After a Month:
You probably have the urge to smoke much
less often now. But urges may still occur, and
when they do, they are likely to be powerful

ones that come out of nowhere. Don't let
them catch you off guard. Plan ahead for
these difficult times.

Concentrate on the ways non-smokers are
more attractive than smokers. Their skin is
less likely to wrinkle. Their teeth are whiter,
cleaner. Their breath is fresher. Their hair
and clothes smell better. That cough that
seems to make even a laugh sound more like
a rattle is a thing of the past. Their children
and others around them are healthier, too.

What To Do About Relapse:
What should you do if you slip and start
smoking again? The answer is simple. A
lapse of one or two or even a few cigarettes
has not spoiled your efforts! Discard your
cigarettes, forgive yourself and try again. If
you start smoking again, keep your box of
nicotine polacrilex gum for your next quit
attempt.

If you have taken up regular smoking again,
don't be discouraged. Research shows that
the best thing you can do is to try again.
The important thing is to learn from your last
attempt.

• Admit that you've slipped, but don't treat
yourself as a failure.

• Try to identify the `trigger' that caused you
to slip, and prepare a better plan for dealing
with this problem next time.

• Talk positively to yourself - tell yourself that
you have learned something from this
experience.

• Make sure you used nicotine polacrilex
gum correctly over the full 12 weeks to
reduce your craving for nicotine.

• Remember that it takes practice to do any-
thing, and quitting smoking is no exception.

Once you've stopped smoking,
take a second and pat yourself
on the back. Now do it again.
You deserve it. Remember now

why you decided to stop smoking in the first
place. Look at your list of reasons. Read
them again. And smile. Now think about all
the money you are saving and what you'll do
with it. All the non-smoking places you can
go, and what you might do there. All those
years you may have added to your life, and
what you'll do with them.

Remember that temptation may not be gone
forever. However, the hard part is behind
you, so look forward with a positive attitude,
and enjoy your new life as a non-smoker.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1. How will I feel when I stop smoking and
start using nicotine polacrilex gum?

You'll need to prepare yourself for some
nicotine withdrawal symptoms. These begin
almost immediately after you stop smoking,
and are usually at their worst during the first
three to four days.

WHAT TO
EXPECT

WHEN THE
STRUGGLE

IS OVER

17 18
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Understand that any of the following is possible:

• craving for cigarettes

• anxiety, irritability, restlessness, mood
changes, nervousness

• drowsiness

• trouble concentrating

• increased appetite and weight gain

• headaches, muscular pain, constipation,
fatigue.

Nicotine polacrilex gum can help provide
relief from withdrawal symptoms such as
irritability and nervousness, as well as the
craving for nicotine you used to satisfy by
having a cigarette.

2. Is nicotine polacrilex gum just substituting
one form of nicotine for another?
Nicotine polacrilex gum does contain nico-
tine. The purpose of nicotine polacrilex gum
is to provide you with enough nicotine to help
control the physical withdrawal symptoms so
you can deal with the mental aspects of quitting.
During the 12-week program, you will gradually
reduce your nicotine intake by switching to

fewer pieces each day. Remember, don't
use nicotine polacrilex gum together with
nicotine patches or other nicotine containing
products.
3. Can I be hurt by using nicotine
polacrilex gum?
For most adults, the amount of nicotine in
the gum is less than from smoking. Some
people will be sensitive to even this amount
of nicotine and should not use this product
without advice from their doctor (see page
5). Because nicotine polacrilex gum is a
gum-based product, chewing it can cause
dental fillings to loosen and aggravate other

mouth, tooth and jaw problems. Nicotine
polacrilex gum can also cause hiccups, heart-
burn and other stomach problems especially
if chewed too quickly or not chewed correctly.
4. Will I gain weight?
Many people do tend to gain a few pounds in
the first 8 to 10 weeks after they stop smoking.
This is a very small price to pay for the enormous
gains that you will make in your overall health
and attractiveness. If you continue to gain
weight after the first two months, try to analyze
what you're doing differently. Reduce your fat
intake, choose healthy snacks, and increase your
physical activity to burn off the extra calories.
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CALENDAR STICKERS 

(can be found in center of User’s Guide) 
 
 

 
 
 

 





Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP 
(CD Text) 

 
Ivax Pharmaceutical’s Inc. 

 
CD TRACK 1 

 
SFX:  Sound of various voices from happy crowd. 
 
ANNCR:  Congratulations on your decision to become a non-smoker.  This is one of the 
most important decisions you will ever make.  And one of the best. 
 
(VOICES:  “Yeah! Right! Way to go!) 
 
The nicotine polacrilex gum User’s Guide and this CD are designed to help make it as 
easy as possible to break the habit.  But keep in mind that this program won’t work 
unless you are really committed to becoming a non-smoker.  Maybe you tried before 
and failed.  If so, don’t be discouraged.  Remember, lots of people make several tries 
before they succeed.  This time, nicotine polacrilex gum will help relieve the physical 
symptoms of quitting, so you are better equipped to manage the mental part. 
 
(VOICE:  “Yeah – you can do it!”) 
 
Even though nicotine polacrilex gum is easy to use, it’s not used like ordinary chewing 
gum.  It’s serious medicine!  Like any medicine, you should use it only as directed.  
We’ll get to the directions later, but you should also know that there are some people 
who shouldn’t use nicotine polacrilex gum or any product containing nicotine without 
checking with their doctor; women who are pregnant or nursing, for example.   
 
And anyone with a history of heart trouble, high blood pressure that can’t be controlled 
with medication, takes insulin for diabetes or has a stomach ulcer should get medical 
advice first.  Quitting smoking can also affect the way your body reacts to certain other 
medications you may be taking for asthma or depression – so - check with your doctor if 
any of these things apply to you. 
 
Be sure to read the User’s Guide that comes in this kit for other important information 
about using nicotine polacrilex gum. 
 
Even though nicotine polacrilex gum contains nicotine, it doesn’t contain any of the 
thousands of other harmful chemicals that are in cigarette smoke.  And it’s designed to 
get you off nicotine for good. 
 
Support group.  Adults.  Group leader is authoritative, but pleasant woman.  Among 
students are Older Woman (OW), Young Woman (YW), Young Man (YM), and cynical 
Older Man with gruff voice (OM). 
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(SFX:  Murmurs, conversation.  Leader taps on desk for attention.) 
 
LEADER:  All right everybody; quiet now, we’re ready to start.  This support group is all 
about how to use nicotine polacrilex gum to help you quit smoking. 
 
OM:  So who needs a support group?  It’s a chewing gum.  You chew it.  We might as 
well have to take a class on how to breathe. 
 
LEADER:  “How to Breathe” is Mr. Tanaka’s group, down the hall.  You’ll be in that one 
later.  But this comes first because nicotine polacrilex gum isn’t ordinary chewing gum.  
You have to use it the right way or it won’t work the way it’s supposed to. 
 
OM:  Hey, chewing gum is kid stuff. 
 
LEADER:  But chewing nicotine polacrilex gum isn’t.  It’s only for people who are at 
least 18 and who really want to quit smoking.  Younger people should talk to a doctor 
first. 
 
Okay, so let’s begin.  First, has everybody read the nicotine polacrilex gum User’s 
Guide? 
 
OW:  I read it, yeah.  It didn’t take long and it made the whole quitting process a lot 
clearer to me. 
 
LEADER:  Right.  There’s nothing mysterious or complicated about it.  But there’s a 
right way to do it, and the only way you can expect to get the results you want is to use 
nicotine polacrilex gum the way it’s supposed to be used. 
 
Now, who remembers the very first instruction? 
 
OW:  Buy nicotine polacrilex gum? 
 
LEADER:  Well, actually, there’s an even earlier step.  Before using nicotine polacrilex 
gum you have to stop smoking – and I mean completely.  That’s important!  And you 
mustn’t chew tobacco or use snuff or nicotine patches either. 
 
You start using nicotine polacrilex gum on the day you stop smoking, and you never 
smoke and use nicotine polacrilex gum together.  That could give an overdose of 
nicotine, which is pretty powerful stuff.  The results could make you sick. 
 
YW:  I know.  Sometimes if I smoke two or three cigarettes in a row, like if I am nervous, 
I get dizzy. 
 
LEADER:  Sure.  So the next question is:  when are you going to stop?  Has everybody 
picked a Quit Date? 
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OM:  Yeah, I have.  I have to attend a seminar on Monday, in a non-smoking building.  I 
figure if nicotine polacrilex gum can get me through the first day, it’ll be easier from then 
on. 
 
LEADER:  Not a bad idea.  Just be careful, because when you walk out of the building, 
there’s going to be a terrific desire to have a smoke, so you have to be prepared for 
that.  The nicotine polacrilex gum User’s Guide includes a list of tips for handling those 
temptations.  Anybody else? 
 
OW:  Oh I’m going to quit as soon as possible.  After I take today’s classes I’m going to 
stop smoking.  I already marked tomorrow on my calendar. 
 
LEADER:  Yeah, that’s it.  Pick a date and stick with it.  How about you, miss? 
 
YW:  My cousin is visiting this weekend.  I figured I’ll be so busy showing her around, I 
won’t have time to think about wanting to smoke!  And if I am tempted to slip, she could 
talk me out of it. 
 
LEADER:   Actually, the idea of having support when you need it is a good one.  A 
friend or a family member, maybe even a coworker, can provide moral support.  Several 
national organizations offer support groups like this one – there’s a list of their toll-free 
phone numbers in the nicotine polacrilex gum user’s guide. 
 
YM:  So, the first step is to pick a Quit Date, and mark it on our calendar. 
 
LEADER:  Right.  Now, we have to learn how to use nicotine polacrilex gum. 
 
OM:  What’s the big deal about that? 
 
LEADER:  Well, as I said before, nicotine polacrilex gum isn’t ordinary chewing gum, so 
you don’t chew it the way you’re used to.  The big difference is that it contains nicotine, 
which you release by chewing it.  The idea is to chew it so it releases the nicotine 
gradually – not too fast, not too slow. 
 
OW:  Oh, I know, I know – it was in the book.  You chew it until you get a tingling feeling 
in your mouth.  Then you park it between your cheek and your gum until the tingling 
feeling goes away.  You keep it there until you don’t get anymore tingling. 
 
LEADER:  Right again, first you chew, then you park.  Then you chew, then you park.  
You do that until the zing is gone.  It takes about 15 chews to develop the tingling, and it 
takes a minute or so for it to go away.  So the method is to chew, park, chew, park.  
Let’s all repeat that. 
 
CLASS:  (not quite together):  Chew, park, chew, park, chew, park… 
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LEADER:  Uh, pretty good, but let’s do it together a little bit better.  One more time – 
and a one, and a two, and a… 
 
CLASS:  (in unison):  Chew, park, chew, park, chew, park, chew. 
 
LEADER:  OK, that’s terrific! 
 
OM:  So when do we use this stuff?  After meals, or what? 
 
LEADER:  The recommended schedule is a piece every hour or two while you’re awake 
for the first six weeks.  That’s 8 to 16 pieces a day.  You’ll have the best chance of 
staying smoke-free if you use at least 9 pieces a day.  If you experience strong or 
frequent cravings, you may use a second piece within the hour.  However, do not 
continuously use one piece after another since this may cause you hiccups, heartburn, 
nausea and other side effects.   
 
YM: So you mean if I start with 16 pieces a day, I have to use 16 pieces a day for  
six weeks? 
 
LEADER:  No.  The idea is to cut down gradually on your body’s need for nicotine.  So if 
you start with 16 pieces a day, try to cut down after the first week to 14 pieces.  After 
another week you may be able to cut down to 12.  It would be ideal if you could get 
yourself down to 8 to 10 pieces a day by the end of the first six weeks. 
 
OW:  Well now, the book says to use a piece every two to four hours during weeks 
seven to nine.  And the book also includes calendar stickers to mark week seven now, 
so we’ll be reminded when to start decreasing the amount we use. 
 
LEADER:  Right. 
 
OW:   And the kit also includes calendar stickers to mark week seven now, so we’ll be 
reminded when to start decreasing the amount we use. 
 
LEADER:  Yes it does.  Again, the idea is to start with the recommended dosage, and to 
decrease it gradually, at a rate that you feel comfortable with.  Then, for the last three 
weeks – that’s weeks 10 through 12 – you should be able to get along with a piece 
every 4 to 8 hours.  At the end of the 12 weeks you shouldn’t need nicotine polacrilex 
gum any longer. 
 
YW:  It sounds pretty easy.  Anything else we should know? 
 
LEADER:  Yes, if you have kids or pets at home make sure you throw away the used 
pieces of nicotine polacrilex gum safely.  Wrap used pieces of gum in paper and throw 
away in the trash.  There will still be some nicotine in used pieces of gum – enough to 
make children or small animals sick. 
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And – also some foods and drinks can make nicotine polacrilex gum less effective, so 
you shouldn’t eat or drink for 15 minutes before using a piece.  And you shouldn’t drink 
anything while you’re chewing.  If you do, the nicotine polacrilex gum won’t be able to 
do its job. 
 
YW:  Gee, all I have to do is use nicotine polacrilex gum the right way and I can kick my 
smoking habit? 
 
YM:  There’s got to be more to it than that. 
 
LEADER:  Well, there is.  Even though nicotine polacrilex gum helps with the physical 
part of your addiction to cigarettes, it can’t deal with the mental part.  For many people, 
mental addiction is the hardest part to fight. 
 
But don’t panic because lots of people make a few tries before they succeed.  And there 
are some pretty effective techniques for dealing with the mental addiction and for 
boosting your willpower. 
 
And that’s the subject of you next support group right down the hall.  In fact, it’s just 
about to start so good luck to you all! 
 
(People get up and begin shuffling out of the room.) 
 

(END OF CD TRACK 1) 
 
 
 
 

(CD TRACK 2) 
 
 
(Music:  Peaceful and soothing.  Perhaps “space music” with vaguely oriental 
harmonies.) 
 
Mr. Tanaka’s classroom.  The students have filed in, and are strangely quiet.  (Music 
down.) 
 
Mr. Tanaka has almost no accent, and speaks somewhat precisely in a soft voice that is 
reassuring and comforting. 
 
TANAKA:  Good afternoon.  I notice that you are all rather quiet.  That is because of the 
music.  It is true that peaceful music brings a quiet and relaxed state of mind.  (Music 
stops)  One of the things you will see as you go through the program to end your 
smoking habit is that relaxation is important in relieving the mental stress you may feel. 
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But before we become too relaxed, I would like each of you to tell me your most 
important reason for wanting to quit.  Let us begin with you, miss. 
 
YW:  Oh.  Well, I guess I want to quit because I don’t want to smell like smoke all the 
time.  I put on this expensive perfume, but I still smell like smoke.  Uh, I don’t now 
because I haven’t had a cigarette for a couple of hours while I’m in school here. 
 
TANAKA:  Things will smell even better to you after you have been off cigarettes for a 
while.  Things will smell better and taste better.  But that probably isn’t your most 
important reason for quitting, sir. 
 
YM:  Oh, no.  I want to quit basically because I figure it will be a lot better for my health.  
Right now, when I work out or play a little basketball I get winded pretty easy. 
 
TANAKA:  That’s the best reason of all.  You have all read the many reports that tie 
cigarette smoking to some serious diseases and health problems.  As soon as you stop 
smoking, your risk of getting these diseases begins to decrease. 
 
OW:   Well, I’m quitting for my health too.  But I also have my niece and her two children 
living with me, and I don’t think living in a smoky house is good for them.  So I guess I’m 
doing it for all of us. 
 
OM:  Yeah, well my wife is the one who started bugging me.  She makes me go out on 
the back porch whenever I want a smoke, and that’s no fun when the weather’s lousy. 
So, I’m trying to quit.  Look, I know quitting will be good for me if I can stick to it.  And I 
know it’ll save me some money.  Besides, I may even get a little peace and quiet. 
 
TANAKA:  Excellent.  The reasons you all have given are very important ones.  It is 
good to review them in your mind when you feel the need to smoke.  Remind yourself of 
the many reasons why you decided to quit.  You might even write them down and look 
at them every day.  In fact, there is even a wallet card in your user’s guide with space 
for you to do just that.  Whenever you need help to overcome the urge, you can take it 
out and read what you wrote. 
 
OM:  I know one problem I’m going to have.  I spend a lot of time at Harper’s – uh, this 
bar in my neighborhood – because my buddies hang out there.  They all smoke so it’s 
going to be tough for me not to. 
 
TANAKA:  Yes, indeed it will.  Perhaps you will decide not to go to Harper’s for a week 
or so.  But never lose sight of this:   you want to give up smoking – you don’t want to 
give up your lifestyle.  So sooner or later you will go back to Harper’s.  When you do so, 
it must be in a frame of mind that makes it possible for you to resist the temptation that 
will be all around you. 
 
OM:  How do I do that? 
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TANAKA:  Let us see if we can find an answer.  At Harper’s, do you have a friend who 
has given up smoking? 
 
OM:    Yeah, Jack.  He used to smoke more than anybody there.  But I guess he got 
worried about his health, so he quit.  I think he joined some kind of group.  He didn’t 
show up at Harper’s for a couple of weeks, but he’s back to being a regular. 
 
TANAKA:   There is your answer.  Your friend Jack joined a support group of people 
who were going through the same difficulties he was.  And he avoided Harper’s for a 
while because he knew that the temptation to smoke might be more than he could 
resist.  But after a while he had conquered his addiction well enough to come back and 
meet with his friends. 
 
OM:  Yeah, I guess that might work. 
 
TANAKA:  Don’t forget, the first weeks are the hardest, so that’s when you should avoid 
temptation if you can.  After that, the mental part of your dependence on cigarettes 
should be coming under control, and you can resume doing some of the things you may 
have given up for a while.  Soon, you will find yourself taking pride in your ability to be 
comfortable in situations where others are smoking. 
 
OM:  So when I do feel ready to go back to Harper’s I have to go with my mind made up 
not to smoke – and I have to keep reminding myself of my reasons? 
 
TANAKA:  Exactly.  If you tell your friends you are quitting smoking, they will probably 
be glad to help support you in your decision, if they think you are sincere. 
 
OW:  Oh, I think I’ll get a lot of support just by looking at the kids.  If I remind myself that 
I’m doing it for them it will be easier than if I were just doing it for myself. 
 
TANAKA:  An excellent thought. 
 
YW:  With me I guess it’s more of a habit than anything else.  Pretty often I find myself 
smoking and I don’t even remember reaching for the cigarette and lighting it. 
 
TANAKA:  That happens to most smokers.  If there aren’t any cigarettes around, you 
won’t be able to smoke without thinking about it.  That’s why most people who want to 
quit throw away their cigarettes, lighters and ashtrays. 
 
YW:  Well, actually I kind of like to smoke.  I guess it gives me pleasure, even though it 
makes my clothes smell. 
 
TANAKA:  That is the greatest hurdle to overcome.  Smokers get pleasure out of 
smoking.  Not out of every cigarette – many of them are just from habit.  But that first 
cigarette in the morning is satisfying.  And a cigarette with coffee or after a meal is 
pleasurable for many people.  Perhaps the best way to deal with this is to find a 
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substitute pleasure that works for you.  Find something to do that is pleasant and that 
doesn’t go well with smoking. 
 
YM:  I smoke when I get nervous.  Is there anything I can do about that? 
 
TANAKA:  Yes, there are techniques you can use to help you relax.  For example, 
breathing. 
 
STUDENTS:  Huh? What? Hey, I do that all the time. 
 
TANAKA:  I thought that would surprise you.  I am not talking about ordinary breathing – 
the kind we do without thinking about it.  I am talking about deep, relaxing breathing – 
breathing upon which you concentrate all your attention.  Perhaps, young lady, you will 
assist me in demonstrating. 
 
YW:  But I don’t know anything about that. 
 
TANAKA:  That doesn’t matter.  It’s really quite simple.  The first thing to do is sit up 
straight, but without straining yourself. 
 
YW:  Like this? 
 
TANAKA:  Yes, but you must relax.  Try letting you arms dangle loosely.  Shake them a 
bit to relax the muscles.  Make sure your leg and back muscles are relaxed too.  Move 
your head around a little to relax your neck.  How does that feel? 
 
YW:  Pretty good. 
 
TANAKA:  Fine.  Now, breathe out and then take a slow breath as deeply as you can. 
 
YW:  (Exhales.  Inhales very deeply.) 
 
TANAKA:  Now, hold that breath for a few seconds.  Then let it all out slowly.  Wait a 
second and take another deep breath. 
 
YW:  (Breathes.) 
 
TANAKA:  How does that feel? 
 
YW:    Gee.  I never knew you could get such a feeling from just breathing. 
 
TANAKA:  It is amazing, is it not?  Now, to assure that deep breathing truly relaxes you, 
close your eyes and picture a scene that you find very pleasurable and soothing. 
 
YW:  Like walking on the beach? 
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TANAKA:  If that is the scene that makes you feel good, yes. 
 
YM:  I’ll go along with that.  Except I like to do my walking in the woods. 
 
TANAKA:  Now, let’s all try it.  Sit straight but relaxed.  Take slow, deep breaths, and 
think of something that makes you feel at ease. 
 
(Students shift around, shake, and breathe a few times.) 
 
OM:    Man, I never knew I could get such a kick out of breathing. 
 
OW:    Me, too. 
 
TANAKA:  That is one of the keys to helping you resist smoking at those critical times.  
Find something to do that occupies your mind and body fully.  This can help you not 
think about smoking.  Your routine may be as simple as this breathing exercise, but the 
important thing is to find some easy activity that is right for you. 
 
YM:  Boy, that’s great.  Anything else to help us resist temptation? 
 
TANAKA:  Basically, anything that helps you relax.  As I said at the start of the class, 
soothing and peaceful music is a great aid to relaxation.  If you’re at home and feel the 
need for a smoke, try putting on some soft music.  Sit in a comfortable chair, relax your 
muscles, breathe deeply and just let yourself float. 
 
You are beginning a process that will not be easy.  But if you use nicotine polacrilex 
gum properly, as it is explained in the User’s Guide, and if you remember these tips to 
help you get past the mental hurdles, you will greatly increase your chances for 
success. 
 
Now, we’re going to spend the rest of the period just practicing muscle relaxation, deep 
breathing and calm, soothing mental pictures.  Make yourselves comfortable and I will 
put on some music to help you put all thought of smoking out of your minds.  I am sure 
you will enjoy it. 
 
(Music up.  Plays to end of Track.) 
 
0172 
02/08  
Draft text 3 
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DIVISION OF LABELING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT 

LABELING REVIEW BRANCH 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ANDA Numbers:   77-850  (4 mg, original)              Date of Submission:  September 12, 2008  
                              76-880 (2 mg, peppermint)  
                               
Applicant's Name: Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
Established Name: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum, USP  
 
Labeling Deficiencies:  
 
 
1. CARTON 
 
    Please include on your labeling the amount of calcium contained in your gum. (See 21 CFR 201.70) 
 
 
2.  User's Guide 
 
     Please relocate the stickers to be placed on your calendar to appear at the end of the User's Guide. 

 
 
Revise your labeling, as instructed above, and submit final printed labeling electronically according to 
the guidance for industry titled Providing Regulatory Submissions in Electronic Format – ANDA.  
 
Prior to approval, it may be necessary to revise your labeling subsequent to approved changes for the 
reference listed drug. In order to keep ANDA labeling current, we suggest that you subscribe to the daily 
or weekly updates of new documents posted on the CDER web site at the following address - 
 
http://service.govdelivery.com/service/subscribe.html?code=USFDA_17  
 
To facilitate review of your next submission, and in accordance with 21 CFR 314.94(a)(8)(iv), please 
provide a side-by-side comparison of your proposed labeling with your previous labeling with all 
differences annotated and explained. 
 
 

{See appended electronic signature page} 
___________________________ 
Wm. Peter Rickman 
Director 
Division of Labeling and Program Support 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
NOTE TO THE CHEMIST: 
 

  1.  ANDA 76-880 - list the amount of sodium as 6.84 mg, is this correct?  Also, they have not listed 
any calcium, is there any calcium in the gum? 
 
  2.  ANDA 77-850 - list the amount of sodium as 8.44 mg, is this correct? Also, they have not listed 
any calcium, is there any calcium in the gum? 
 

 
_____________________________________________  
From:  Skanchy, David   
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2008 10:31 AM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
Michelle, 
 
The amounts of sodium listed are correct.  The gum base does contain calcium carbonate and since 
the gum base is the major component, the amount of calcium may be significant.  We should ask the 
firm to declare the calcium content based on typical amounts present in the gum base.  Would you like 
me to call the firm first to see if the levels are significant?  Is there a reporting threshold for labeling 
(i.e. level below which a labeling declaration is not required)? 
 
Dave S. 
 

 
_____________________________________________  
From:  Skanchy, David   
Sent: Monday, October 27, 2008 10:42 AM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
Michelle, 
 
I spoke with the firm Friday afternoon and they indicate that they will exceed 20 mg calcium.  Are there 
any other labeling deficiencies?  You can add this one to the list if there are.  I will have the firm send 
me the information regarding the calculation of the precise amount as a telephone amendment and 
you can close out labeling with the deficiency letter.  Let me know if this is ok. 
 
Dave S. 

 
 
FOR THE RECORD: 
 
1.    MODEL LABELING - NDA 18-612/S-050 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-031 (4 mg) (Nicorette® gum) 
       approved on June 13, 2008. This supplement provides for a new cinnamon flavor. 
        A new mint flavor uncoated gum was approved 4/23/04.  Labeling text for the new cinnamon flavor  
        was used for the review since this flavor contains revised text that applies to all flavors. 
       The audiotape/CD was also last approved on August 9, 2002 (S-031). 
        NDA 18-612/S-035 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-017 (4 mg), approved June 23, 2004 was used as the 
        model labeling for the user's guide. 
 
 
2. This drug product is the subject of a USP monograph.    
 
3. There is no specific labeling requirement for this product in USP. 
  
4. The listing of inactive ingredients on the carton appears to be consistent with the listing of inactive 

ingredients found in the statement of components and composition.  Vol 1.1 pg. 24 
 
            From chemistry review #6 
          *****Peppermint oil is used to mask the nicotine bitter taste and does not impart a strong 





 
Michelle, 
Please see the following table for the status of all the coated gum products in-house. So far Perrigo is the 
only firm with approved coated gums (4). All of Watson's are pending. Since any consult on the printing 
issue could affect those Perrigo products already approved I think (and Tom Hinchliffe concurred) we 
should consult with Lille Golson and cc Peter Rickman on the issue. We could potentially be put in the 
uncomfortable position of having to go to Perrigo and ask them to add a printing step to their process for 
product already on the market for up to two years, depending on the result of the consult. It is also worth 
noting that Watson uses the approved Perrigo product as a justification for the waiver, under the 
assumption that a waiver was approved for Perrigo. It appears that this assumption may not be valid. I 
looked at the older uncoated gums and it appears neither the RLD nor any of the generics have imprinting 
on the pieces (printing with inks actually wouldn't work well on the rougher surfaced uncoated cores). So 
at some point, it appears, a waiver was granted or the imprinting requirement was never applied to the 
uncoated gums (maybe the requirement didn't exist when the first NDA's for nicorrette were approved 15 
or more years ago). I am happy to type up a narrative summarizing the situation and forward to Golson 
and cc Rickman after Perrigo confirms whether they ever included a waiver request (I'll bet they didn't). 
Once we send out the consult we lose control of the situation and have to live with someone else's 
decision. Let me know what you think. 
Dave S. 
ANDA Firm Strength/flavor Status/date Printing on gum (Y/N) W.aiver requested for printing on gum** 
78-546 Perrigo 4 mg (coated, Tutti Frutti) Approved 5/2007 No No 
78-547 Perrigo 2 mg (coated, Tutti-Frutti) Approved 5/2007 No No 
76-777* Perrigo 2 mg (coated, Mint) Approved 6/2006 No No 
76-779* Perrigo 4 mg (coated, Mint) Approved 6/2006 No No 
78-967 Perrigo 2 mg (coated, orange) CMC AP w/TL, Bio and labeling pending No No 
78-968 Perrigo 4 mg (coated, orange) CMC AP w/TL, Bio and labeling pending No No 
78-697 Watson 4 mg (coated, orange) CMC deficient, Bio and labeling pending Yes Yes 
78-699 Watson 2 mg (coated, orange) CMC deficient, Bio and labeling pending Yes Yes 
79-038 Watson 4 mg (coated, fruit) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-044 Watson 2 mg (coated, fruit) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-216 Watson 2 mg (coated, cinnamon) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-219 Watson 4 mg (coated, cinnamon) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
*These ANDA’s were originally the uncoated mint gum. Supplement 5 reformulated to the coated mint 
gum and the 
original uncoated core became the subject of a new ANDA. Approval date is for the coated formulation in 
Supplement 5. 
**To the best of the chemist’s recollection, no waiver was included in the CMC portion of the application 
for absence of printing on the gum pieces. 
 
        From: Golson, Lillie D 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 12:40 PM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Coated Nicotine gums: imprinting issue 
Thanks. Go ahead and let it go based on the fact that we approved Perrigo's product w/o the imprinting. 
Include this email in you FTR. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Review: 10/27/08                            Date of Submission: 9/12/08  
 
Primary Reviewer: Michelle Dillahunt   Date: 
 
Team Leader: Lillie Golson    Date: 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
cc: 

ANDA: 77-850 
DUP/DIVISION FILE 
HFD-613/MDillahunt/LGolson  (no cc) 
V:\FIRMSAM\IVAXPharm\LTRS&REV\77850na2.labeling.doc 
Review 
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 APPROVAL SUMMARY 
 REVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LABELING 

DIVISION OF LABELING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT 
LABELING REVIEW BRANCH 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ANDA Numbers:   77-850  (4 mg, original)              Date of Submission:  November 13, 2008 
  
                              76-880 (2 mg, peppermint)  
                               
Applicant's Name: Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
Established Name: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum, USP  
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
APPROVAL SUMMARY (List the package size, strength(s), and date of submission for approval): 
Do you have 12 Final Printed Labels and Labeling?   No, electronic  
             
1. BLISTER - 2 x 5 

 
             2 mg and 4 mg  -  Satisfactory in FPL as of the September 12, 2008 submission. 
    
2.          CARTON- 40s, 100s, 110s, 160s 
 
              2 mg and 4 mg  -  Satisfactory in FPL as of the November 13, 2008 submission.                            
             
3.          USER'S GUIDE 
 
             Satisfactory in FPL as of the November 13, 2008 submission. 

    
4. Audio CD  
 
             Satisfactory in FPL as of the September 12, 2008 submission.  
 
5.         CD audio script 
 
            Satisfactory in FPL as of the September 12, 2008 submission.     
 
6.        Marketing and Surveillance Plan 
 
           Satisfactory as of the September 12, 2008 submission.     
 
 
 
BASIS OF APPROVAL: 
 
     

Patent Data –18-612 and 20-066 
No Expiration Use Code Use File 

  There are no unexpired patents   
 

     Exclusivity  Data - 18-612 and 20-066 

Code/sup  
Expiration 

Use 
Code 

Description Labeling Impact 

   There are no unexpired exclusivities  
 
 
 
 
 



Was this approval based upon a petition?   No 
 
What is the RLD on the 356(h) form: NDA 18-612/S-050 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-031 (4 mg) (Nicorette® 
gum) approved on June 13, 2008. 
NDA 18-612/S-035 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-017 (4 mg), approved June 23, 2004 was used as the 
model labeling for the user's guide. 
It appears that the innovator's audiotape was also last approved on August 9, 2002 (S-013).  See FTR 

 
NDA Number: 18-612 and 20-066 
 
NDA Drug Name: Nicorette® Gum 
 
NDA Firm: GlaxoSmith Kline 
 
Date of Approval of NDA Insert and supplement #: 
NDA 18-612/S-050 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-031 (4 mg) approved on June 13, 2008. 
 
Has this been verified by the MIS system for the NDA?    Yes    
 
Was this approval based upon an OGD labeling guidance?     No 
 
Basis of Approval for the Carton Labeling: Side-by-side comparisons 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE TO THE CHEMIST: 
 

  1.  ANDA 76-880 - list the amount of sodium as 6.84 mg, is this correct?  Also, they have not listed 
any calcium, is there any calcium in the gum? 
 
  2.  ANDA 77-850 - list the amount of sodium as 8.44 mg, is this correct? Also, they have not listed 
any calcium, is there any calcium in the gum? 
 

 
_____________________________________________  
From:  Skanchy, David   
Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2008 10:31 AM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
Michelle, 
 
The amounts of sodium listed are correct.  The gum base does contain calcium carbonate and since 
the gum base is the major component, the amount of calcium may be significant.  We should ask the 
firm to declare the calcium content based on typical amounts present in the gum base.  Would you like 
me to call the firm first to see if the levels are significant?  Is there a reporting threshold for labeling 
(i.e. level below which a labeling declaration is not required)? 
 
Dave S. 
 

 
_____________________________________________  
From:  Skanchy, David   



Sent: Monday, October 27, 2008 10:42 AM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
Michelle, 
 
I spoke with the firm Friday afternoon and they indicate that they will exceed 20 mg calcium.  Are there 
any other labeling deficiencies?  You can add this one to the list if there are.  I will have the firm send 
me the information regarding the calculation of the precise amount as a telephone amendment and 
you can close out labeling with the deficiency letter.  Let me know if this is ok. 
 
Dave S. 

 
___________________________________________  
 
 
From:  Dillahunt, Michelle   
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2008 3:52 PM 
To: Skanchy, David 
Subject: RE: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
Ivax has revised their labeling to indicate that there is 61 mg of calcium in their 2 mg and 4 mg nicotine 
gum. 
Is this accurate? 
 
 
______________________________________________  
From:  Skanchy, David   
Sent: Friday, December 05, 2008 5:59 AM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: RE: 76-880, 77-850 
 
This is correct. 
 
Dave S. 
 
 
FOR THE RECORD: 
 
1.    MODEL LABELING - NDA 18-612/S-050 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-031 (4 mg) (Nicorette® gum) 
       approved on June 13, 2008. This supplement provides for a new cinnamon flavor. 
        A new mint flavor uncoated gum was approved 4/23/04.  Labeling text for the new cinnamon flavor  
        was used for the review since this flavor contains revised text that applies to all flavors. 
       The audiotape/CD was also last approved on August 9, 2002 (S-031). 
        NDA 18-612/S-035 (2 mg); NDA 20-066/S-017 (4 mg), approved June 23, 2004 was used as the 
        model labeling for the user's guide. 
 
2. This drug product is the subject of a USP monograph.    
 
3. There is no specific labeling requirement for this product in USP. 
  
4. The listing of inactive ingredients on the carton appears to be consistent with the listing of inactive 

ingredients found in the statement of components and composition.  Vol 1.1 pg. 24 
 
            From chemistry review #6 
          *****Peppermint oil is used to mask the nicotine bitter taste and does not impart a strong 

mint flavor, the formulation is intended to mimic the RLD original flavor (March 4, 2004 
amendment). 

 
5. PATENTS/EXCLUSIVITIES  
 
 None 
 
6. STORAGE TEMPERATURE RECOMMENDATIONS COMPARISON 

 





assumption that a waiver was approved for Perrigo. It appears that this assumption may not be valid. I 
looked at the older uncoated gums and it appears neither the RLD nor any of the generics have imprinting 
on the pieces (printing with inks actually wouldn't work well on the rougher surfaced uncoated cores). So 
at some point, it appears, a waiver was granted or the imprinting requirement was never applied to the 
uncoated gums (maybe the requirement didn't exist when the first NDA's for nicorrette were approved 15 
or more years ago). I am happy to type up a narrative summarizing the situation and forward to Golson 
and cc Rickman after Perrigo confirms whether they ever included a waiver request (I'll bet they didn't). 
Once we send out the consult we lose control of the situation and have to live with someone else's 
decision. Let me know what you think. 
Dave S. 
ANDA Firm Strength/flavor Status/date Printing on gum (Y/N) W.aiver requested for printing on gum** 
78-546 Perrigo 4 mg (coated, Tutti Frutti) Approved 5/2007 No No 
78-547 Perrigo 2 mg (coated, Tutti-Frutti) Approved 5/2007 No No 
76-777* Perrigo 2 mg (coated, Mint) Approved 6/2006 No No 
76-779* Perrigo 4 mg (coated, Mint) Approved 6/2006 No No 
78-967 Perrigo 2 mg (coated, orange) CMC AP w/TL, Bio and labeling pending No No 
78-968 Perrigo 4 mg (coated, orange) CMC AP w/TL, Bio and labeling pending No No 
78-697 Watson 4 mg (coated, orange) CMC deficient, Bio and labeling pending Yes Yes 
78-699 Watson 2 mg (coated, orange) CMC deficient, Bio and labeling pending Yes Yes 
79-038 Watson 4 mg (coated, fruit) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-044 Watson 2 mg (coated, fruit) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-216 Watson 2 mg (coated, cinnamon) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
79-219 Watson 4 mg (coated, cinnamon) Not yet reviewed Not known, but probably Not known 
*These ANDA’s were originally the uncoated mint gum. Supplement 5 reformulated to the coated mint 
gum and the 
original uncoated core became the subject of a new ANDA. Approval date is for the coated formulation in 
Supplement 5. 
**To the best of the chemist’s recollection, no waiver was included in the CMC portion of the application 
for absence of printing on the gum pieces. 
 
        From: Golson, Lillie D 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2008 12:40 PM 
To: Dillahunt, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Coated Nicotine gums: imprinting issue 
Thanks. Go ahead and let it go based on the fact that we approved Perrigo's product w/o the imprinting. 
Include this email in you FTR. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Review: 12/15/08                            Date of Submission: 11/13/08  
 
Primary Reviewer: Michelle Dillahunt   Date: 
 
Team Leader: Lillie Golson    Date: 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
cc: 

ANDA: 77-850 
DUP/DIVISION FILE 
HFD-613/MDillahunt/LGolson  (no cc) 
V:\FIRMSAM\IVAXPharm\LTRS&REV\77850AP1.labeling.doc 
Review 

22 Page(s) of Draft Labeling have been Withheld in Full as 
b4 (CCI/TS) immediately following this page
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The DSI status is VAI.  Both the clinical and analytical sites were inspected in  
and  respectively.

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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integrity was also shown for 149 ng/ml (using human plasma with EDTA) and exhibited 
a % nominal and %CV of 98.1% and 2.4%, respectively for 2x, and 107.7% and 6.6%, 
respectively for 5x. 
 
The firm conducted a method validation for the determination of nicotine in chewed gum 
cuds, but did not submit an electronic summary table.  The firm should also submit an 
electronic summary table of bioanalytical methods for the determination of nicotine in 
chewed gum cuds (e.g. VAL 118.3). 
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3.3 In Vivo Studies 

Table 1.  Summary of all in vivo Bioequivalence Studies 

Mean Parameters (± SD) 

Cmax Tmax AUC0 t AUC∞ T½ Kel 

Study 
Ref. No. 

Study 
Objective 

Study Design 

Treatments 
(Dose, Dosage 
Form, Route) 
[Product ID] 

Subjects 
No.(M/F) 

Age and Weight: 
Mean (Range) 

(ng/mL) (h) (ng·h/mL) (ng·h/mL) (h) (1/h) 

Study 
Report 
Location 

Test product: 
nicotine 
polacrilex 
regular flavored 
chewing gum; 2 mg 
dose, oral 
Lot No.: 
US5684050006 

5.4427 ± 
2.00875 

0.8565 
20.267 ± 
10.0637 

21.486 ± 
10.7647 

3.941 0.22793 

AA27587 

Comparative, 
Open-Label, 
Randomized, 

Single-Dose, 2-
way Crossover 
Bioavailability 
Study of Ivax 

and 
GlaxoSmithKline 
(Nicorette®) 2 
mg Nicotine 
Polacrilex 
Regular 
Flavored 

Chewing Gum in 
Healthy Adult 
Smokers under 

Fasting 
Conditions 

Randomized 
Single-dose 
Crossover 
Uncorrected 

Data Reference 
product: 
Nicorette® 2 mg 
regular flavored 
chewing gum; 2 mg 
dose, oral 
Lot No.: FI151A 

22 healthy 
adult 
volunteers (11 
males and 11 
females) 
completed the 
study 
Mean age and 
weight based on 
22 subjects 
completing the 
study: 23 years 
(18 - 34 years) 
Mean Weight: 
70.6 kg (55.5 – 
99.2 kg) 
Pharmacokinetic 
and statistical 
analyses were 
performed on 
data from 22 
subjects 

5.2968 ± 
1.71956 

0.7784 
18.430 ± 
8.9326 

19.673 ± 
9.6075 

3.863 0.23106 

Vol. p. 

Test product: 
nicotine 
polacrilex 
regular flavored 
chewing gum; 2 mg 
dose, oral 
Lot No.: 
US5684050006 

5.3364 ± 
1.96451 

0.8565 
19.334 ± 
9.6671 

21.008 ± 
10.5423 

3.655 0.23599 

AA27587 

Comparative, 
Open-Label, 
Randomized, 

Single-Dose, 2-
way Crossover 
Bioavailability 
Study of Ivax 

and 
GlaxoSmithKline 
(Nicorette®) 2 
mg Nicotine 
Polacrilex 
Regular 
Flavored 

Chewing Gum in 
Healthy Adult 
Smokers under 

Fasting 
Conditions 

Randomized 
Single-dose 
Crossover 

PK Corrected 
Data Reference 

product: 
Nicorette® 2 mg 
regular flavored 
chewing gum; 2 mg 
dose, oral 
Lot No.: FI151A 

22 healthy 
adult 
volunteers (11 
males and 11 
females) 
completed the 
study 
Mean age and 
weight based on 
22 subjects 
completing the 
study: 23 years 
(18 - 34 years) 
Mean Weight: 
70.6 kg (55.5 – 
99.2 kg) 
Pharmacokinetic 
and statistical 
analyses were 
performed on 
data from 22 
subjects 

5.2009 ± 
1.68030 

0.7784 
17.640 ± 
8.4531 

19.210 ± 
9.1281 

3.493 0.24042 

Vol. P. 
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Table 3.  Reanalysis of Study Samples 
AA27587 

Additional Information in Volume(s), Page(s) 
Number of samples reanalyzed Number of recalculated values used after reanalysis 

Actual number % of total assays Actual number % of total assays Reason why assay was 
repeated T R T R T R T R 

Pharmacokinetic 0 0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.00 0.00 
LSR – Lowest Standard 
Remove 40 41 4.81 4.93 40 40 4.81 4.81 

LIP – Lost in Processing 6 5 0.72 0.60 6 5 0.72 0.60 
UCR – Unacceptable 
Chromatography 2 2 0.24 0.24 2 2 0.24 0.12 

DCU – Diluted 
Concentration Unreliable 12 7 1.44 0.84 12 7 1.44 0.84 

Value Requiring 
Confirmation 1 0 0.12 0.00 1 0 0.12 0.00 

Total 61 55 7.33 6.61 61 54 7.33 6.37 
  

 
Did use of recalculated plasma concentration data change study outcome? “Value Requiring Confirmation” may 
potentially be a PK repeat.  Therefore the reviewer recalculated the data with and without the reassay in question.  The study 
outcome did not change. 
 
Comments from the Reviewer: Acceptable 
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4.3 Consult Reviews 

NONE 
 
4.4 SAS Output 

 
4.4.1 Fasting Study Data 

FAST CONCENTRATION DATASET 
(b) (4)

5 Pages has been Withheld in Full as b4 (CCI/TS) immediately following this page
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4.5 Additional Attachments 

 
NONE
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BIOEQUIVALENCE DEFICIENCIES 
 
ANDA:    76-880 
 
APPLICANT:   Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (A wholly owned  

subsidiary of Teva Pharmaceuticals USA) 
 
DRUG PRODUCT:  Nicotine Polacrilex Chewing Gum, 2 mg 
 
The Division of Bioequivalence has completed its 
review of your submission(s) acknowledged on the cover 
sheet.  The following deficiency has been identified: 
 
1.  Please provide a description (and figure if available) 
of the chewing apparatus used in the dissolution 
testing.  Additionally, p submit SOPs for dissolution 
testing.  Dissolution conditions will be finalized after 
review of the requested information. 
 
2.  Please submit an electronic summary table of 
bioanalytical methods for the determination of nicotine in 
chewed gum cuds (e.g. VAL 118.3). 
 
3.  Please note for future studies, your selection of 20% 
sample chromatograms should be serially selected. 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
{See appended electronic signature page} 
 
Dale P. Conner, Pharm.D. 
Director, Division of Bioequivalence 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

(b) (4)
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Yih Chain Huang
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Barbara Davit
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“chew” event.  Laboratorios Haymann S.A., the manufacturer of Nicotine Polacrilex Chewing 
Gum USP, 2 mg, has currently a version of the device.  Additional testing capabilities 
(6-cell device) can be added as sample requirements dictate. 
 
Moreover, the firm submitted the operating manual, instrument qualification, and operation 
qualification of the dissolution tester for chewing    
 
Reviewer’s Comment:  Typically for chewing gum dosage forms, DBE has recommended the 
“EP chewing gum apparatus”, however, the EP apparatus is not commercially/readily available.  
The  shares many similarities with typical chewing gum dissolution apparatuses (e.g. EP 
Apparatus type: A machine is used to simulate gum chewing.  Each piece of gum is placed in a 
small chamber at 370C containing 20 ml of “saliva” (chewing buffer).  Two horizontal pistons 
“chew” the gum at a constant speed.  A “tongue” (vertical position) ensures that the gum remains 
in the correct place).  Based on the submitted documentation and firm’s statement, it is the 
reviewer’s opinion that the dissolution tester  is sufficiently adequate in performing 
dissolution testing on nicotine polacrilex chewing gum.   
 
The firm should acknowledge the FDA-recommended dissolution method and specification as 
follows:  
  Apparatus:  
  Medium:  0.1% SLS 
  Volume:  40 mL 
  Gap:  1.6 mm 
  Twist Angle: 20o 
  Speed:  40 strokes/min 
  Specification: NLT  (Q) in 30 minutes 
 
 
Deficiency 2:  Please submit an electronic summary table of bioanalytical methods for the 
determination of nicotine in chewed gum cuds (e.g. VAL 118.3). 
 
Firm’s Response:  The firm submitted an electronic biosummary table of bioanalytical methods 
for the determination of nicotine in chewing gum cuds.  The table is presented below. 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)





4 

 
 
Reviewer’s Comment: The response is satisfactory. 
 
 
Deficiency 3:  Please note for future studies, your selection of 20% sample chromatograms 
should be serially selected. 
 
Firm’s Response:  The firm acknowledges the Agency’s comment that for future studies, the 
selection of 20% sample chromatograms should be serially selected. 
 
Reviewer’s Comment: The response is satisfactory. 
 
 
Reviewer’s Comments: 
 
1.  The dissolution testing is incomplete.  The firm should acknowledge the FDA-recommended 
dissolution method and specification as follows:  
  Apparatus:  
  Medium:  0.1% SLS 
  Volume:  40 mL 
  Gap:  1.6 mm 
  Twist Angle: 20o 
  Speed:  40 strokes/min 
  Specification: NLT (Q) in 30 minutes 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)





 

BIOEQUIVALENCE DEFICIENCIES 
 
ANDA:  76-880 
 
APPLICANT:   Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (A wholly owned  

subsidiary of Teva Pharmaceuticals USA) 
 
DRUG PRODUCT:  Nicotine Polacrilex Chewing Gum, 2 mg 
 
The Division of Bioequivalence has completed its 
review of your submission(s) acknowledged on the cover 
sheet.  The following deficiency has been identified: 
 
You did not propose a dissolution specification.  The 
dissolution testing should be conducted as follows: 
 

Apparatus:   
  Medium:   0.1% SLS 
  Volume:   40 mL 
  Gap:   1.6 mm 
  Twist Angle: 20o 
  Speed:  40 strokes/min 
 
The test products should meet the following specification: 
 
 Not less than  (Q) of the labeled amount of the 
 drug in the dosage form is dissolved in 30 minutes.  
 
With your response to the above deficiency, please indicate 
if you accept the above dissolution method and 
specification. 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
{See appended electronic signature page} 
 
Dale P. Conner, Pharm.D. 
Director, Division of Bioequivalence 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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DIVISION OF BIOEQUIVALENCE DISSOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

REVIEW 
 

ANDA No. 76-880  
Drug Product Name Nicotine Polacrilex Chewing Gum  
Strength 2 mg  
Applicant Name Teva Pharmaceuticals, USA  
Submission Date  September 27, 2007  
Reviewer   Steven Mazzella,R.Ph.  
  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This is a review of the dissolution specification acknowledgement from the firm.  
 
The firm has accepted the FDA-recommended dissolution method and specification. 
 
The application is complete. 
 
COMMENTS: 
 
None 

 
DEFICIENCY COMMENTS: 
 
None 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
From a bioequivalence point of view, the firm has met the requirements for in-vivo 
bioequivalence and in-vitro dissolution testing and the application is approvable. 
 

 



 2
 
I. Completed Assignment for 76880 ID: 782  

Reviewer: Mazzella, Steven  Date Completed:

Verifier:  Date Verified: 
Division: Division of Bioequivalence  
Description:     

 
Productivity:  
ID Letter Date Productivity Category Sub Category Productivity Subtotal 

782  9/27/2007  Dissolution Data  Dissolution Acknowledgement 1   0   
    Bean Total: 0   
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FDA FAX 
 
 
 
OFFICE OF GENERIC DRUGS, CDER, FDA 
Document Control Room, Metro Park 
North II 
7500 Standish Place, Room 150 
Rockville, MD  20855-2773  (301-
594-0320) 
 

  
TO:   IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
ATTN:  Patricia Jaworski 
 
 

TEL: 845-267-2444 ext. 201 or  200 
 
FAX: 845-268-0117 
 

 
Dear Madam: 
 
This facsimile is in reference to your abbreviated new drug 
applications submitted pursuant to Section 505(j) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act.  
 
Pages (including cover): __5__ 
 
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE PARTY TO WHOM IT IS 
ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, OR 
PROTECTED FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW.   
If received by someone other than the addressee or a person authorized to deliver this document 
to the addressee, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, dissemination, copying, or other 
action to the content of this communication is not authorized.  If you have received this 
document in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and return it to us by mail at the 
above address. 
 
 
 





FDA.  Accordingly, with respect to these studies submitted in your application(s), we request that 
you do one of the following, in order of FDA preference: 
 
1. Repeat the bioequivalence studies.   
 
2.  Re-assay the samples at a different bioanalytical facility.  For this option, the integrity of 

the original samples must be demonstrated for the frozen storage period. 
 
3. Commission a scientific audit by a qualified independent expert, who is knowledgeable in 

the area of bioequivalence studies and bioanalytical data, and selected by your company 
rather than by , to verify the results obtained by  

 
In addition, because one of the agency's significant findings for the inspected  studies was 
the presence of anomalous results, we are requesting for all of the above options that the 
blood/plasma level results obtained in the studies be compared to any published literature or other 
relevant information that is publicly available.  If you are unable to complete one of these options 
within the recommended six month time frame, please inform us of the reason(s) and your 
estimated time of completion. 
 
If you choose to conduct an audit, we request that the completed audit reports be maintained at 
your site.  If the audit finds the study acceptable, we request that you submit a certification to 
your application that formally attests in writing to the validity of the results obtained by  
upon which your application relies.  If the audit finds the study to be unacceptable, you should 
either repeat the bioequivalence study and submit the information within 6 months of the 
completed audit or withdraw the application.  Please note that these audits would also be subject 
to validity assessment by the agency upon submission.    
 
The audit criteria provided below includes, but is not limited to, examples of areas that should be 
evaluated. 
 

• The audit criteria for reviewing pre-study validation data should address whether 
accuracy and stability were demonstrated with appropriate validation experiments and 
documentation, and under the conditions of sample processing used for the analysis of 
samples from study subjects.   

 
• The audit criteria for reviewing the results of the bioequivalence studies should address 

whether anomalous results were investigated and issues related to contamination were 
identified and corrected.  It should also determine if a comparison of all available original 
and repeat results demonstrated assay reproducibility, and whether analytical runs were 
accepted in accordance with established procedures and without bias.   

 
The new bioequivalence data or the re-analysis of the existing data should be submitted to your 
application as an amendment.  If the new information does not support a finding of 
bioavailability/bioequivalence, the FDA may refuse to approve your application(s). Please find 
attached the list of your pending applications with studies conducted a  during the specified 

(b) (4) (b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)



time period. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Cecelia Parise, Regulatory Policy 
Advisor to the Director, Office of Generic Drugs, at 240-276-9310. 
 

     Sincerely, 
 
       
 
     Gary J. Buehler 
     Director 
     Office of Generic Drugs 
     Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
 

 



IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. U.S. Agent for:  IVAX-CR a.s. ANDAs with studies conducted at 
 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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MINOR AMENDMENT 
 
ANDA  76-880 & 77-850 
 
OFFICE OF GENERIC DRUGS, CDER, FDA 
Document Control Room, Metro Park North II 
7500 Standish Place, Room 150 
Rockville, MD  20855-2773  (301-594-0320) 
 

  
APPLICANT:  IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc 
 
ATTN:  Patricia Jaworski, Director, Regulatory Affairs 
 
FROM:  Thomas Hinchliffe 

TEL: 215-293-6150 
 
FAX: 201-489-1403 
 
PROJECT MANAGER: (301) 827-5771 

 
Dear Madam: 
 
This facsimile is in reference to your abbreviated new drug applications dated October 23, 2003 and August 23, 
2005, submitted pursuant to Section 505(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for Nicotine Polacrilex 
Gum USP, 2 mg and 4 mg.  
 
Reference is also made to your amendment dated June 19, 2007 and July 6, 2007 (76-880); and February 2, 2006 
and October 3, 2006 (77-850) 
 
The application is deficient and, therefore, Not Approvable under Section 505 of the Act for the reasons provided in 
the attachments ( 3   pages).   This facsimile is to be regarded as an official FDA communication and unless 
requested, a hard copy will not be mailed.  
 
The file on this application is now closed.  You are required to take an action described under 21 CFR 314.120 
which will either amend or withdraw the application.  Your amendment should respond to all of the deficiencies 
listed.  Facsimiles or partial replies will not be considered for review, nor will the review clock be reactivated until 
all deficiencies have been addressed.  The response to this facsimile will be considered to represent a MINOR 
AMENDMENT and will be reviewed according to current OGD policies and procedures.  The designation as a 
MINOR AMENDMENT should appear prominently in your cover letter.  If you have substantial disagreement with 
our reasons for not approving this application, you may request an opportunity for a hearing 
 
You have been notified in a separate communication from our Division of Bioequivalence of any deficiencies 
identified during our review of your bioequivalence data.  
 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
In an effort to improve document flow and availability to review staff, please submit your response in electronic 
PDF format, with a signed cover letter and 356h form. 
 
THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE PARTY TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED AND 
MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, OR PROTECTED FROM 
DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW.   
If received by someone other than the addressee or a person authorized to deliver this document to the addressee, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
dissemination, copying, or other action to the content of this communication is not authorized.  If you have received this document in error, please immediately 
notify us by telephone and return it to us by mail at the above address. 
 



36.  CHEMISTRY COMMENTS TO BE PROVIDED TO THE APPLICANT 
 

ANDA: 76-880 APPLICANT: IVAX 
DRUG PRODUCT: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg (Original Flavor) 

 
Please note that there are currently no Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls (CMC) 
deficiencies to communicate at this time.  This application, however, is still pending satisfactory 
Bioequivalence and Labeling reviews.   We note that Labeling issues were communicated to you 
on or about July 10, 2007 by telephone.  We also note that Division of Bioequivalence (DBE) 
deficiencies were issued to you on or about July 27, 2007 under separate cover.  When you 
respond to the issues raised in the Labeling and DBE communications, please submit a MINOR 
Chemistry amendment to re-open review of this ANDA. 
 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
      {See appended electronic signature page} 
 
      Florence S. Fang 
      Director 
      Division of Chemistry II 
      Office of Generic Drugs 
      Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
 



36.  CHEMISTRY COMMENTS TO BE PROVIDED TO THE APPLICANT 
 

ANDA: 77-850 APPLICANT: IVAX 
DRUG PRODUCT: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 4 mg (Original Flavor) 

 
The deficiencies presented below represent MINOR deficiencies.  

 
A.  Deficiencies: 

 
Please note that there are currently no Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls (CMC) deficiencies 
to communicate at this time.  This application, however, is still pending satisfactory Bioequivalence 
and Labeling reviews.   We note that Labeling deficiencies were issued to you on or about 
November 16, 2006 under separate cover.  We also note that Division of Bioequivalence (DBE) 
deficiencies were issued to you on or about September 6, 2007 under separate cover.  When you 
respond to the issues raised in the Labeling and DBE communications, please submit a MINOR 
Chemistry amendment to re-open review of this ANDA. 

 
 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
 {See appended electronic signature page} 
 
      Florence S. Fang 
      Director 
      Division of Chemistry II 
      Office of Generic Drugs 
      Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
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MINOR AMENDMENT 
 
ANDA  76-880 
 
OFFICE OF GENERIC DRUGS, CDER, FDA 
Document Control Room, Metro Park North II 
7500 Standish Place, Room 150 
Rockville, MD  20855-2773  (240-276-9327) 
 
  
APPLICANT:  IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc 
 
ATTN:  Patricia Jaworski, Director, Regulatory Affairs 
 
FROM:  Thomas Hinchliffe 

TEL: 215-293-6150 
 
FAX: 201-489-1403 
 
PROJECT MANAGER: (240) 276-8536 

 
Dear Madam: 
 
This facsimile is in reference to your abbreviated new drug application dated October 23, 2003, submitted pursuant 
to Section 505(j) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg and 4 mg.  
 
Reference is also made to your amendment dated November 13, 2007. 
 
 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

Please submit your response in electronic format.  
This will improve document availability to review staff. 
 
The application is deficient and, therefore, Not Approvable under Section 505 of the Act for the reasons provided in the 
attachments ( 2   pages).   This facsimile is to be regarded as an official FDA communication and unless requested, a hard 
copy will not be mailed.  
 
The file on this application is now closed.  You are required to take an action described under 21 CFR 314.120 which will 
either amend or withdraw the application.  Your amendment should respond to all of the deficiencies listed.  Facsimiles or 
partial replies will not be considered for review, nor will the review clock be reactivated until all deficiencies have been 
addressed.  The response to this facsimile will be considered to represent a MINOR AMENDMENT and will be reviewed 
according to current OGD policies and procedures.  The designation as a MINOR AMENDMENT should appear prominently 
in your cover letter.  You have been/will be notified in a separate communication from our Division of Bioequivalence of any 
deficiencies identified during our review of your bioequivalence data.  If you have substantial disagreement with our reasons 
for not approving this application, you may request an opportunity for a hearing. 
 
THIS DOCUMENT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE PARTY TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN 
INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, OR PROTECTED FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW.   
If received by someone other than the addressee or a person authorized to deliver this document to the addressee, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, dissemination, copying, or other action to the content 
of this communication is not authorized   If you have received this document in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and return it to us by mail at the above address  

 



36.  CHEMISTRY COMMENTS TO BE PROVIDED TO THE APPLICANT 
 

ANDA: 76-880 APPLICANT: IVAX 
DRUG PRODUCT: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg (Original Flavor) 

 
The deficiencies presented below represent MINOR deficiencies.  

 
A.  Deficiencies: 

 
 

There are currently no Chemistry, Manufacturing, and Controls (CMC) deficiencies to 
communicate at this time.  However, this application is still pending a satisfactory Labeling 
review.   We note that Labeling comments were communicated to you on or about July 10, 2007 
by telephone and you have still failed to respond.  Do not respond to this communication until you 
have responded to the issues raised in the Labeling communications.  Please submit a MINOR 
Chemistry amendment to re-open review of this ANDA. 
 
 
 

Sincerely yours, 
 
      {See appended electronic signature page} 
 
      Florence S. Fang 
      Director 
      Division of Chemistry II 
      Office of Generic Drugs 
      Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
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September 12, 2008 
 
 
 
Via Federal Express 
 
 
 
Mr. Gary Buehler, Director 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
Food and Drug Administration 
Document Control Room 
Metro Park North II 
7500 Standish Place, Room 150 
Rockville, MD  20855-2773 
 

LABELING AMENDMENT 
 

 
Re:  ANDA 76-880 – Nicotine Polacrilex Gum, 2 mg 
 
 
Dear Mr. Buehler: 
 
Reference is made to IVAX Pharmaceuticals’ Abbreviated New Drug Application for Nicotine Polacrilex 
Gum USP, 2 mg.  Further reference is made to a March 4, 2004 Agency facsimile correspondence in 
which IVAX was asked to revise its product labeling and provide a monitoring program to describe how 
IVAX will report findings of underage use to the FDA. Further reference is made to the Agency’s July 6, 
2007 Chemistry telephone communication noting labeling comments were still outstanding. Additional 
reference is made to the Agency’s January 22, 2008 Chemistry facsimile correspondence which advised 
that labeling was still pending. The minor Chemistry Amendment is being submitted concurrently with this 
Labeling Amendment under separate cover and a copy of that cover letter is being provided herein. 
Please refer to Reference.  It should be noted, IVAX has submitted the 4 mg strength as a separate 
submission (ANDA 77-850). 
 
IVAX has revised all labeling components in final print to be in accord with the Agency’s requests.  In 
addition, IVAX has provided a marketing plan which we feel adequately addresses the Agency’s concern 
regarding underage use. Please refer to Exhibit 1. 
 
IVAX also has provided two (2) discs of the CD text in Exhibit 2. 
 
 
 



Mr. Gary Buehler, Director                                                                                                        ANDA 76880 
Office of Generic Drugs                                                                         Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg 
Date: September 12, 2008                                                                                            Labeling Amendment 
 
 
 
 
 
To facilitate review of our submission, we have provided a side-by-side comparison of the labeling 
proposed in this amendment versus our previously submitted labeling, with all differences annotated and 
explained. The labeling portion of this submission is provided in electronic format, on one (1) CD ROM, 
using approximately 6 megabytes. Please refer to Exhibit 3 of the Archival copy. IVAX has verified that 
the CD-ROM is virus-free using Trend Micro™ OfficeScan™, version 7.3. 
 
The minor Chemistry amendment (copy of letter in Reference) was submitted under separate cover on 
September 12, 2008. 
 
IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. has made a concerted effort to ensure that this correspondence contains all 
of the information required by the Office of Generic Drugs. Should you have any questions, or require 
additional information, please contact our office at your convenience at (215) 293-6150 or (215) 293-
6151.   
 
Sincerely,  
 
IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
An indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of TEVA Pharmaceuticals USA  
 
 
 
 
Patricia Jaworski 
Sr. Director, Regulatory Affairs 
 
PJ/jaf 
 













 REVIEW OF PROFESSIONAL LABELING 
DIVISION OF LABELING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT 

LABELING REVIEW BRANCH 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ANDA Numbers:   77-850  (4 mg, original)              Date of Submission:  September 12, 2008  
                              76-880 (2 mg, peppermint)  
                               
Applicant's Name: Ivax Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
 
Established Name: Nicotine Polacrilex Gum, USP  
 
Labeling Deficiencies:  
 
 
1. CARTON 
 
    Please include on your labeling the amount of calcium contained in your gum. (See 21 CFR 201.70) 
 
 
2.  User's Guide 
 
     Please relocate the stickers to be placed on your calendar to appear at the end of the User's Guide. 

 
 
Revise your labeling, as instructed above, and submit final printed labeling electronically according to 
the guidance for industry titled Providing Regulatory Submissions in Electronic Format – ANDA.  
 
Prior to approval, it may be necessary to revise your labeling subsequent to approved changes for the 
reference listed drug. In order to keep ANDA labeling current, we suggest that you subscribe to the daily 
or weekly updates of new documents posted on the CDER web site at the following address - 
 
http://service.govdelivery.com/service/subscribe.html?code=USFDA_17  
 
To facilitate review of your next submission, and in accordance with 21 CFR 314.94(a)(8)(iv), please 
provide a side-by-side comparison of your proposed labeling with your previous labeling with all 
differences annotated and explained. 
 
 

{See appended electronic signature page} 
___________________________ 
Wm. Peter Rickman 
Director 
Division of Labeling and Program Support 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
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November 13, 2008 
 
 
 
Via Federal Express 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Gary Buehler, Director 
Office of Generic Drugs 
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
Food and Drug Administration 
Document Control Room 
Metro Park North II 
7500 Standish Place, Room 150 
Rockville, MD  20855-2773 
 

LABELING AMENDMENT 
 

 
Re:  ANDA 76-880 – Nicotine Polacrilex Gum, 2 mg 
 
 
Dear Mr. Buehler: 
 
Reference is made to IVAX Pharmaceuticals’ Abbreviated New Drug Application for Nicotine Polacrilex 
Gum USP, 2 mg.  Further reference is made to a November 4, 2008 Agency facsimile correspondence in 
which IVAX was asked to revise its product labeling. Please refer to Reference.  It should be noted, IVAX 
has submitted the 4 mg strength as a separate submission (ANDA 77-850). 
 
IVAX has revised the carton labeling to include the calcium content of its gum and has relocated the 
calendar stickers in its user’s guide. These labeling components are being provided electronically in final 
print to be in accord with the Agency’s requests.   
 
To facilitate review of our submission, we have provided a side-by-side comparison of the labeling 
proposed in this amendment versus our previously submitted labeling, with all differences annotated and 
explained. The labeling portion of this submission is provided in electronic format, on one (1) CD ROM, 
using approximately 6 megabytes. Please refer to Exhibit 1 of the Archival copy. IVAX has verified that 
the CD-ROM is virus-free using Trend Micro™ OfficeScan™, version 7.3. 
 
 



Mr. Gary Buehler, Director                                                                                                       ANDA 76-880 
Office of Generic Drugs                                                                         Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP, 2 mg 
Date: November 13, 2008                                                                                            Labeling Amendment 
 
 
 
 
IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. has made a concerted effort to ensure that this correspondence contains all 
of the information required by the Office of Generic Drugs. Should you have any questions, or require 
additional information, please contact our office at your convenience at (215) 293-6150 or (215) 293-
6151.   
 
Sincerely,  
 
IVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
An indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of TEVA Pharmaceuticals USA  
 
 
 
 
Patricia Jaworski 
Sr. Director, Regulatory Affairs 
 
PJ/jaf 
 



 OGD APPROVAL ROUTING SUMMARY 
 
ANDA # 76-880 ApplicantIVAX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Drug Nicotine Polacrilex Gum USP 2 mg (Original Flavor)    Strength(s)      
 
APPROVAL    TENTATIVE APPROVAL    SUPPLEMENTAL APPROVAL (NEW STRENGTH)    OTHER  
 
REVIEWER:       DRAFT Package  FINAL Package 
 
1.   Martin Shimer        
     Chief, Reg. Support Branch   

Contains GDEA certification:   Yes    No  Determ. of Involvement? Yes   No  
(required if sub after 6/1/92)      Pediatric Exclusivity System 
       RLD =Nicorette NDA#18-612 
Patent/Exclusivity Certification: Yes    No        Date Checked N/A 
If Para. IV Certification- did applicant        Nothing Submitted         
Notify patent holder/NDA holder Yes    No   Written request issued    
Was applicant sued w/in 45 days:Yes    No   Study Submitted     
Has case been settled:          Yes    No  Date settled:      
Is applicant eligible for 180 day         
Generic Drugs Exclusivity for each strength:  Yes    No  
Date of latest Labeling Review/Approval Summary       
Any filing status changes requiring addition Labeling Review  Yes    No        
Type of Letter:Full Approval 
Comments:ANDA submitted on 10/23/2003, BOS=Nicorette NDA 18-612.  PI certification provided .  ANDA ack for filing 

10/27/2003 (LO dated 12/22/2003).   No patents or exclusivities covering the RLD.  Therefore, this ANDA is eligible for Full 
Approval 
 
 
2.  Project Manager, Thomas Hinchliffe Team 10     Review Support Branch  
          

Original Rec′d dateOctober 27, 2003  EER Status   Pending   Acceptable  OAI  
Date Acceptable for FilingOctober 27, 2003  Date of EER Status 1/31/2008 
Patent Certification (type)      Date of Office Bio Review 10/30/2007 
Date Patent/Exclus.expires      Date of Labeling Approv. Sum 12/19/2008  
Citizens' Petition/Legal Case Yes  No    
(If YES, attach email from PM to CP coord) 

Labeling Acceptable Email Rec'd Yes  No  
Labeling Acceptable Email filed Yes  No  

First Generic                 Yes  No   Date of Sterility Assur. App. NA   
Priority Approval   Yes  No  
(If yes, prepare Draft Press Release, Email 
it to Cecelia Parise) 

Methods Val. Samples Pending  Yes  No   
MV Commitment Rcd. from Firm  Yes  No  

Acceptable Bio reviews tabbed Yes  No   Modified-release dosage form: Yes   No  
Bio Review Filed in DFS:    Yes  No  Interim Dissol. Specs in AP Ltr:  Yes  
Suitability Petition/Pediatric Waiver Yes   
Pediatric Waiver Request Accepted   Rejected  Pending  
Previously reviewed and tentatively approved            Date       
Previously reviewed and CGMP def. /NA Minor issued        Date        

    Comments:DATE OF APPLICATION:  October 23, 2003      

Date2/9/2009   Date2/18/09 
InitialsSTM Initials rlw 

Date1/30/09   Date2/9/09 
InitialsTOH Initialstoh 



 
 
3. Labeling Endorsement  
 Reviewer:           Labeling Team Leader: 
 
  

 Comments: 
 ______________________________________________  
From:  Golson, Lillie D   
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2009 11:49 AM 
To: Hinchliffe, Thomas; Golson, Lillie D 
Subject: FW: 77-850 and 76-880 AP endorsement needed 
 
Hi Tom, 
 
From a labeling standpoint, these applications are acceptable for approval. Please endorse the AP routing forms on behalf of 
Michelle and me. 
 
Thanks 
 
Lillie 
 
______________________________________________  
From:  Dillahunt, Michelle   
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2009 11:36 AM 
To: Golson, Lillie D 
Subject: FW: 77-850 and 76-880 AP endorsement needed 
 
 
Labeling acceptable. 
 
 
4. David Read (PP IVs Only) Pre-MMA  Language included    Date 2/18/09 
 OGD Regulatory Counsel,   Post-MMA Language Included    Initials rlw/for 

Comments:N/A.  There are no patents currently listed in the "Orange Book" for this 
OTC drug product. 

 
 
5. Div. Dir./Deputy Dir.               
    Chemistry Div. II  
      

Comments:cmc ok. 
 
 
 
6.  Frank Holcombe  First Generics Only    Date2/18/09 
    Assoc. Dir. For Chemistry       Initials rlw/for    Comments: (First generic drug 
review) 
 N/A.  Multiple ANDAs have been approved for this drug product. 
 

Date2/3/09   Date2/3/09 
Name/InitialsMD Name/InitialsLDG 

Date2/11/09  
InitialsFF 



        
7.   Vacant          Date       Deputy Dir., DLPS   
      Initials      
 RLD = Nicorette Chewing Gum  2 mg (base) 
            GlaxoSmithkline  NDA 18-612 
 
 
8.   Peter Rickman         Date2/18/09 
     Director, DLPS         Initials rlw/for 

Para.IV Patent Cert: Yes   No ;Pending Legal Action: Yes  No ; Petition: Yes  No       Comments:Bioequivalence 
studies (fasting and multiple-dose chew out).  Multiple- 

dose chew out study found acceptable.  DSI inspection requested for both the 
analytical   ) and study test sites 
(MDS Pharma Services, Belfast, Northern Ireland).  New fasting study requested of  
IVAX based upon DSI findings.  New fasting sutdy submitted by IVAX on March 16, 
2007.  Fasting BE study found acceptable 7/13/07.  In-vitro dissolution testing 
found acceptable 10/30/07.  Bio study sites have acceptable DSI inspection 
histories.  Office-level bio endorsed 7/13/07 and 10/30/07. 
 
Final-printed labeling (FPL) found acceptable for approval 12/19/08, as endorsed 
2/3/09 (above). 
 
CMC found acceptable for approval (Chemistry Review #6). 

 
OR 
 
 
8. Robert L. West         Date 2/18/09 
      Deputy Director, OGD        Initials RLWest 
      Para.IV Patent Cert: Yes  No ; Pending Legal Action: Yes  No ; Petition: Yes  No  
      Press Release Acceptable  
 Comments:Acceptable EES dated 1/31/08 (Verified 2/18/09).  No "OAI" Alerts noted. 
 
      There are no patents or exclusivity listed in the current "Orange Book" for this 
      drug product.  This ANDA is recommended for approval. 
 
 
 
 
 
9.   Gary Buehler         Date 2/18/09 

Director, OGD         Initials rlw/for 
Comments:      
First Generic Approval       PD or Clinical for BE      Special Scientific or Reg.Issue  

 Press Release Acceptable  
 
10. Project Manager, Thomas Hinchliffe Team  10    Date2/18/09 

Review Support Branch        Initials TOH1 
     Date PETS checked for first generic drug (just prior to notification to firm)  
 

(b) (4)



 
 
ORANGE BOOK PRINT OFF: 
 
Patent and Exclusivity Search Results from query on Appl No 018612 Product 002 in the OB_OTC list.  

 

Patent Data 
There are no unexpired patents for this product in the Orange Book Database.  
 
[Note: Title I of the 1984 Amendments does not apply to drug products submitted or approved under the former Section 507 of the Federal 
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (antibiotic products). Drug products of this category will not have patents listed.]  

Exclusivity Data 
There is no unexpired exclusivity for this product.  
 
View a list of all patent use codes  
View a list of all exclusivity codes  

Return to Electronic Orange Book Home Page  

 
FDA/Center for Drug Evaluation and Research  
Office of Generic Drugs  

(b) (4)



Division of Labeling and Program Support  
Update Frequency: 
    Orange Book Data - Monthly  
    Generic Drug Product Information & Patent Information - Daily  
    Orange Book Data Updated Through January, 2009  
    Patent and Generic Drug Product Data Last Updated: February 17, 2009 
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